
 

Mobile and tablet shopping continues to grow

The annual Mobile and Tablet Survey by online retailer kalahari.com supports a global consensus that consumer
confidence in online shopping on mobile devices is growing and fast - 85% of the survey pool said that mobile shopping is
more convenient than store shopping; a big jump from 58% in 2013. Many respondents also believed online shopping to be
more secure than mall shopping.

"South Africa is following the international trend with regards to mobile shopping," says the CEO of kalahari.com, Caren
Genthner-Kappesz. "The fear previously associated with mobile shopping has decreased significantly over the past year -
48% of kalahari.com customers, compared to 32% in 2013, said that shopping on their smartphones was safer than making
a purchase in a mall."

Mobile shopping is booming

"South Africans are discovering the ease and accessibility of shopping on their mobile phones and tablets," says Genthner-
Kappesz. "Just as people like to compare similar items in different shops in the mall, kalahari.com shoppers are using their
mobile devices to browse items and compare prices."

The survey points towards a growing trend of mobile users doing online price comparisons with things they're seeing on the
shelf and using their phones to find cheaper alternatives online - 59% percent do in-store price comparisons and 42% look
for online alternatives while in store.

"The survey findings are supported by the upward trend in traffic to our mobile site platforms," Gethner-Kappesz said.
"Mobile traffic to our site is quadrupling year on year."

Shopping on Apps

South Africans still identify entertainment as the primary application that they use their tablets for. But, once we're done
playing Candy Crush Saga, 68% of us turn to shopping online. This behavioural trend has remained fairly consistent year
on year, with 67% of South Africans claiming to use their tablets for shopping in 2013.
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"What's interesting though that this shopping behaviour seems to be moving from traditional mobi sites and onto mobile
apps. Shopping Apps are regularly ranking in the top 10 downloads lists and we've seen a 84% increase in downloads of
our own shopping app in the last three months. This could also contribute to the increased confidence in shopping through
mobile devices. In 2013 only 5% believed that shopping on their device was safer than on their PC, but in 2014 this has
increased to 13%. Likewise, in 2013 when 32% believed that shopping on their device was safer than shopping in the mall,
this has increased to 43% in 2014."

Now in its fifth year, the survey has become an excellent indicator of emerging trends in South Africa's e-commerce retail
space. "Changes in e-commerce are taking place at a rapid pace, if the findings from the survey are anything to go by, we
are entering into a really exciting phase in mobile and tablet retail spend. We have a much greater consumer confidence
and are excited by the opportunities that this presents us with," Gethner-Kappesz said.

Findings

Number crunching - what the survey revealed:

80% of tablet or smartphone owners say their devices have replaced their alarm clocks, 66% say it has replaced their
camera; 28% say their devices have replaced their radio;

60% of kalahari.com customers like playing on their phones or tablets in front of the TV;
63% multi-task on their phones while eating and relaxing with family or friends;
38% of shoppers surveyed say they use their mobile devices in bed, 4% say they use it in the bathroom;
13% felt it was safer to shop on mobile than on a PC, compared to 6% who felt this way the previous year.
In 2013 most owned device was a Blackberry at 40.7%, in 2014 this became Samsung Galaxy at 47.7%
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